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Sutikki Inks Innovative Deal with Digital
Dream Labs
New Animated Series “Cozmo and Friends” Based on Best Selling Tech
Toy Brings Friendly Robot to the Small Screen

London, UK, Dec. 08, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Sutikki, the children’s entertainment
company behind the popular UK series Moon & Me, has inked a new pact with US-based
educational technology company Digital Dream Labs (DDL), to create, develop and distribute
animated and live action content based on the company’s ground-breaking robot duo Cozmo
and Vector.

 

The journey from best-selling toy brand to entertainment franchise starts today with the
premiere of the first animated featurette which debuts on the newly launched Cosmo &
Friends YouTube channel Click Here  The hub will host a steady flow of innovative and
creative content that will further explore Digital Dream Labs’ revolutionary robot creations. 

Sutikki's initial focus will be on Cozmo, an expressive little robot with a mind of its own.
Endowed with a one-of-a-kind personality that evolves and learns over time, one look at its
big blue eyes reveals Cozmo’s star potential.  Cozmo blazed a trail when it launched in 2017
earning the top spot for the best-selling toy on Amazon U.S. two years in a row and the best-
selling toy on Amazon in the UK and France in 2017 (Source: One Click Retail).

 

Sutikki plans a comprehensive content campaign, initially on its dedicated YouTube channel.
The short-form videos will showcase the robot’s marketing and commercial potential, tapping
into the production company’s ability to showcase IP on a global scale. Sutikki will leverage
its experience and expertise in building highly engaging brand franchises that speak to the
discerning, tech savvy kids of today.

 

Beyond plans for new video content, the partnership includes the development of innovative
merchandising and coincides with Digital Dream Labs’ pre-order for updated versions of both
of their popular consumer robots.  The pre-order list opened on 20th November 2020 ahead
of the holiday season with the new robots hitting retail in Spring 2021.

 

“We’re looking forward to introducing Cozmo and friends to the world,” says Hannah Mungo,

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=tzkrmmrcM_OagHd-aECgLGcO0PVRfZXYH_eIhltD9yvO8s9GXeNx5-3s-plQH49QAQuztclNptlc5pyPDLMMoF-1sD1WJ7DOPRrIIAoI9Ub17YGWWatMdWG9X-I-Yg5V


CEO, Sutikki. “Cozmo is an extraordinary character who is not only an educational asset and
friend for children, but also full of play and exploration. We are extremely excited to tap into
the unique characteristics of DDL’s amazing robot line through creative content and bold
new consumer products that will form the blueprint for what is certain to be one of
entertainment’s most exciting future franchises.”

 

Digital Dream Labs is a global leader of creating hands-on educational technology for
children of all ages. The high-tech firm specializes in creating engaging, language and
system-agnostic products that connect with kids of all ages. Imbued with personality and
spirit, the line of robots are more than simple educational tools and have already gained an
online following that sets the stage for a successful evolution into the entertainment realm.

“It’s been a real pleasure for our team to watch the animators capture Cozmo’s unique
personality,” says co-founder and CEO of Digital Dream Labs, Dr. Jacob Hanchar. “We’re
really excited to see this partnership grow and know that families around the world will
welcome Cozmo into homes across many different interactive touchpoints.”

 

Sutikki has offices in Atlanta and Los Angeles. To learn more visit www.sutikki.com.

 

For more information about Digital Dream Labs and their educational technology games and
consumer robots, visit www.digitaldreamlabs.com.
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